Combining the technique of RNA fingerprinting and differential display to obtain differentially expressed mRNA.
We have modified recently developed methods of RNA fingerprinting and differential display based on arbitrarily primed PCR which can be used for detection and cloning of differentially expressed mRNAs. Our protocol requires only a single cDNA synthesis for each different RNA sample, in contrast to the multiple cDNA reactions required for differential display method, followed by selective amplification of cDNA sequence fraction by arbitrary and oligo(dT) primers. We have shown that the longer primers (25-29-mers) allow the use of optimal dNTP concentration and higher stringency PCR. Further improvements include using TaqStart antibody for hot start PCR and thermostable enzyme mixes suitable for long-distance PCR. Long-distance PCR enables the method to display bands of up to 2 kb and should result in a higher fidelity of PCR products to the original RNA template. When these improvements are combined the resulting method is highly reproducible, and more than 85% of the differentially expressed bands can be confirmed by Northern blot analysis.